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 After the Loss of a Child
You Are Not Alone
by Monica Hofer

ISBN: 9780987830357
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Healing Soul Press
Pub. Date: 2015-06-01
Pages: 126
Price: $15.99

It is normal to feel devastated, forsaken and alone after the loss of your precious child. Author and bereaved parent, Monica Hofer, weaves words of comfort
for the grief stricken, as she shares her own and other grieving parents' stories of healing after loss. Her poems provide clarity for bereaved parents and
understanding for their loved ones.  Monica wears her grief on her sleeve. In doing that she draws you into her pain. Once there you know you're not alone.
You are able to grieve your own losses.  This is an excellent read and resource without all the psycho-babble.  It simply speaks to the heart, one parent to
another.

 Barking from the Front Porch
by Gerald Sliva

ISBN: 9781460269824
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: FriesenPress
Pub. Date: 2015-09-01
Pages: 282
Price: $23.95

Barking From the Front Porch is a humorous, nostalgic true story about growing up in a small town in the 1950’s and 1960’s. The author’s childhood years,
growing up in Kuroki Hotel with a wacky, fun-loving extended family provided much of the material for his musings. These are tales of home brew,
overflowing chamber pots and surreptitious smoking, all the hi-jinx of young boys in the 1950’s and 1960’s. Interestingly, in spite of these shenanigans the
story is often sneakily spiritual leaving the reader pondering the meaning of life and death.

 Blueprint for Writing Success
by Sherry Peters

ISBN: 9780992053550
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dwarvenamazon
Pub. Date: 2015-07-01
Pages: 212
Price: $16.99

No Description
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 Canada

by Mike Grandmaison

ISBN: 9782896114207
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Les Editions des Plaines
Pub. Date: 2015-10-01
Pages: 240
Price: $49.95

Canada is rich in history and culture. It is the country's natural beauty that makes it unique in the world. Within its borders are some of the most spectacular
and photogenic vistas and wildlife anywhere - from the desolate, sweeping lowlands of the arctic, to the dewy rainforests of the Pacific Northwest, and the
sloping, worn stone outcroppings of the Canadian Shield, a blanket of unparalleled beauty unfolds. In this breathtaking coast-to-coast photographic journey
across Canada, Mike Grandmaison portrays a country whose seasons are variable and changing, reflecting the many moods of nature in all its glory. Whether
it is the sight of an iceberg scudding past Newfoundland's craggy coastline, the yellow expanse of prairie fields in the autumn, or the melancholic beauty of a
setting sun behind a mountain range, Grandmaison's photography captures the essence of a country where much of its wilderness remains untouched.In
Canada, broadcaster Shelagh Rogers complements Grandmaison's photography with text that embraces the country - a place that defies description but can
be experienced by travelling the land itself and visiting its stunning beauty as captured by a gifted photographer through his lens.

 The Case of the Vanishing Prairie
by John Parr

ISBN: 9780915317493
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Davus Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-09-01
Pages: 112
Price: $12.00

John Parr’s novel, The Case of the Vanishing Prairie, concerns the comic misadventures of Sherlock Holmes’ long time companion Dr. Watson. Planning a
happy retirement in the Old West, Watson instead encounters bank robbers, rustlers, a vampire, and a cannibal --- but also a beautiful girl.  Can Watson
triumph over all this adversity without the help of master sleuth Holmes? John Parr has written stores, articles, and reviews for a number of publications, and
has published one previous novel, Jim Tweed.

 Convictions Matter
by Ray Harris

ISBN: 9780888575081
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Governing Council of the Salvation Army in Ca
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 236
Price: $14.99

The Salvation Army has been shaped by its core convictions, called doctrines. But what difference do they make to the life of Salvationists in the 21st
century? This book explores the relevance and contribution of these historic doctrines for the present age. It argues that each doctrine has something vital to
contribute to the Army’s understanding and practice of holiness. These convictions matter! 
Ray Harris is a Salvation Army officer in the Canada and Bermuda Territory. He and his wife, Cathie, have served across Canada in various congregational,
college and administrative appointments. In the course of his officership, Ray received the Doctor of Ministry degree from Regis College, Toronto School of
Theology, with an emphasis on curriculum design in theological education. He lives in Winnipeg where he enjoys family, baking muffins, singing Charles
Wesley hymns and running in a prairie winter
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 The Eclectic Writing Series Set

by Marie Antaya

ISBN: 9780993972140
Binding: Spiral bound 
Series: The Eclectic Writing
Publisher: Eclectic Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-09-01
Pages: 
Price: $49.95

The Eclectic Writing Series includes four handbooks that guide you through the writing process to create well-written and professional business documents.

Solving the Grammar Dilemma helps you master the art of grammar for the workplace.

Writing with Clarity and Conciseness reveals powerful techniques any business can use to achieve the 8 Cs of communication.

Using Writing and Editing Methods that Work helps you master the skills to effectively communicate your ideas through emails, letters and other
documentation.

Writing Effective Manuals, Reports and Proposals walks you step by step through the process of creating these essential documents.

 The Erotic Eclair
and Other Unseemly Stories
by Cheryl Lynn Plett

ISBN: 9780994847805
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Bodacious Books
Pub. Date: 2015-09-01
Pages: 268
Price: $18.95

A delectable medley of stories filled with glorious food, smatterings of sex, Mennonite angst, a bootlegging herbalist, Parisian chocolate, a Mexican
Chocolaterie, a benevolent drug-lord, women in pursuit of their dreams, men trying to understand those self-same women, death by culvert, revenge gone
good, a runaway shotgun bride, love potions, rural ramblings, skeptical religious contemplation, and many orgasmic chocolate éclairs along with a recipe for
them.
Cheryl Lynn Plett, purveyor of decadent literature and lover of good food and fine wine, lives in the Mennonite bastion of Southern Manitoba, where she
somehow finds time to write while cooking and caring for her large clan of seven children, two grandchildren, and one devoted husband. If her progeny is
any indication, she loves more than just good food and fine wine!
Stepping outside the box of her Mennonite roots has given the sometimes irreverent, often humorous, but always insightful author a unique view of life on
the prairies and beyond.
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 Giving the Gift of Public Speaking

A Comprehensive Guide to Overcoming Presentation Anxiety
by  Anna Coleshaw-echols

ISBN: 9780993763519
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Anna Echols
Pub. Date: 2015-09-01
Pages: 174
Price: $25.00

You have something to say. I know you do. Everyone does. Whatever your age, education, lifestyle, everyone has the unique gift of their knowledge to
share. Everyone sees the world in a unique way so I know you have something to say! AND, I want to hear it. Not only that, I want to hear YOU say it. 
Walk through my easy to follow, “fill-in-the-blanks” guidebook. Take each step and slowly erase your fear(s). Gain confidence. Be that great speaker you
want to be!

“It is rare to find such a talented young author who can translate the tough and fearful subject of speaking into a practical, down-to-earth guidebook. Anna’s
“fill-in-the-blanks” approach is so easy; you’ll soon master any fear you’ve ever had about speaking.” – Barbara Bowes, professional speaker

Everyone, every day speaks insurance information. Stories with parents and children around the dinner table. Professional information with work colleagues.
Explanations for finance professionals.  Expressions of need for customer service professionals. Selling to a client. Or, making a presentation in a more
formal setting. Let’s face it; communication is simply a huge part of our lives.

Anna has written this book to assist you to improve your communication skills and to help you take your skills to the next level; speaking in public before an
audience. So, put your fear aside, follow my “fill-in-the-blanks” approach and absorb the tips and strategies I share with you. Apply them right now, today!

Re ...

 I Know a Bear
by Dolores Fekete

ISBN: 9780992024741
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dolores E. Fekete
Pub. Date: 2015-08-01
Pages: 24
Price: $10.00

No Description

 Jonathan's Talent
by Jody Grant

ISBN: 9780994910004
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Jody Grant
Pub. Date: 2015-10-01
Pages: 22
Price: $11.95

This is a picture book story about a young boy determined to find a talent in time for the class talent show. With a friend’s encouragement, he explores
traditional areas such as music, art and athletics with disastrous results. Just when he is ready to give up, Jonathan realizes his talent has been with him all
along, and it is the most unique and unexpected one of all. A past winner of the Writers’ Union of Canada Writing for Children Competition, Jonathan’s
Talent reminds us that everyone has a special gift just waiting to be discovered.
Although this is her first published book, Jody Grant has been writing for as long as she can remember. An elementary school teacher for the last 18 years,
her passion is writing for children and young adults. Jody lives in Winnipeg with her family, including two young sons who are a daily source of inspiration.
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 Katy's New Horizons

by Alice Warkentin

ISBN: 9781512153620
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Pub. Date: 2015-05-01
Pages: 170
Price: $14.00

No Description

 Laura Reeves' Guide to Useful Plants
From Acorns to Zoomsticks
by  Laura Reeves

ISBN: 9780993783500
Binding: Spiral bound 
Publisher: Prairie Shore Botanicals
Pub. Date: 2015-10-01
Pages: 216
Price: $24.95

Take a walk on the wild edible side with botanist and forager extraordinaire, Laura Reeves. Through her expert knowledge and enlightening anecdotes
reaching all the way back to her childhood, Laura will bring you up to speed on identifying, sustainably harvesting and skillfully preparing over 65 of
Manitoba’s most intriguing wild plants and mushrooms – from acorns to zoomsticks!
Laura lives in Gardenton, MB, where she has spent the last 20 years fulfilling a personal pact to incorporate as many wild plants into her daily life as
possible.

 Out of the Jungle
by Paul Lubinski

ISBN: 9780993934018
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Rudi Diesel's Secret
Publisher: Paul Lubinski
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 127
Price: $20.00

For centuries, Itaipu, a small town in the mountains of Southern Brazil, has been the focus of some amazing activity. Early on, back in the 14th Century, the
Knights Templar, fleeing the wrath of the Pope and the King of France, brought their treasure to this site.  This treasure, including the Ark of the Covenant,
attracts the interest of alien Gorgons from another dimension who can travel across space and time. The capacity for Time Travel also exists on the future
Planet Earth, where industries have grown up around this technology.
Dr. Marcello Pavia, an Italian journalist, is sent by his news agency in 1952 to Itaipu to investigate sightings of what are considered to be Unidentified
Flying Objects. He is convinced, however, that these sightings are of time machines, coming back into the past to investigate people and events of historical
significance. Marcello is unaware that the two students assigned to help him investigate the sexual encounter between a beautiful time traveller and a simple
Brazilian farmer, are themselves Time Travel Agents.
During his stay in Itaipu, Marcello encounters Dr. Josef Mengele, the Mad Doctor of Auschwitz, who has set up a laboratory to conduct genetic experiments.
Also in the town is a man thought to be Adolf Hitler. What brought Hitler to this town when he escaped from Berlin in 1945 was his friendship with Rudi
Diesel Jr. who had come to Brazil in 1932. Rudi is the wealthy illegitimate son of Rudolf Diesel, the inventor of the Diesel engine.
The story unfolds in a dramatic fashion, as the Nazi refugees in the town wish to maintain the secret of their Shangri-la hide-away. The climax comes as the
Gorgons return to abduct Dr. Pavia, the man who is destined to become the Father of Time Travel.
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 Pursuing Growth

Practical Marketing Tips for Business Owners
by Brent Banda

ISBN: 9780973136913
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Mile 84 Press
Pub. Date: 2015-10-01
Pages: 113
Price: $30.00

No Description

 The Rise of the Forgotten
by  Jessica Gollub

ISBN: 9781926479040
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Hummingbird
Publisher: John Geister Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-07-01
Pages: 352
Price: $15.99

Winter is over. For nearly twenty years the world has layed still under a thick blanket of ice, but as the snow melts, the race to save the Sisters heats up.
Meredith struggles to regain control of a country that used to be hers, Athena fights an enemy she doesn’t understand, Shayna longs for a lost love, and Mila
tries to reconcile her past with the unfamiliar present. Is there enough time to save them all?
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 Rudi Diesel's Secret

by Paul Lubinski

ISBN: 9780993934001
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Rudi Diesel's Secret
Publisher: Paul Lubinski
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 138
Price: $20.00

Forty years ago, Paul Lubinski, a Canadian student, received a scholarship to study at the University of Goettingen, in Germany. While there, he got to know
an amazing young man named Heinrich, who seemed to be involved in all kinds of adventures.  After Paul returned to Canada, Heinrich emigrated to Brazil.
His second wife, Luiza, was the manager of a genetics laboratory, which tested grain for export to Europe, to ensure that it had no transgenetic properties.
One day, a grizzled farmer showed up at the laboratory and asked Luiza and Heinrich to conduct genetic tests on him. He was looking for proof that he was
descended from the inventor of the Diesel engine, Rudolf Diesel.  The farmer explained to Luiza and Heinrich that he expected to claim the great fortune of
the patent money on the Diesel engine, accumulating in Lloyd’s Bank in London since the 1930s. He promised to give Luiza and Heinrich one-tenth of the
proceeds, which he estimated at $450 million US dollars, if they managed to prove his descent from the inventor.
Luiza and Heinrich accepted the offer, leading to years of perilous adventures and amazing strokes of luck, or what might be called “synchronicity.”
Heinrich’s friend, Paul, from Canada, came to visit, and travel with Heinrich by car to Iguacu Falls. Little did Paul suspect that after Iguacu Falls, Heinrich
had a surprise in store for him.  Heinrich wanted Paul to understand his story completely, and so brought him to Urubici, in the Serra Esperanza, the
mountains in Southern Brazil. Paul was introduced to the farmers, claiming descent from Rudolf Diesel, and was also conducted on a tour of Urubici, where
he was shown where various Nazi refugees once lived, including Dr. Mengele and Adolf Hitler. Paul took pictures of everything he was shown.
Once back in Canada, Paul drafted a fictionalized travelogue of his visit to Heinrich and Urubici. He tried unsuccessfully to market the story to movie
studios, getting the response that he had first to publish the story before any studio would even look at it. 
Beca ...

 Tucker's Tips
On Living With People
by Tyler Joy White

ISBN: 9780987807700
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Tyler White
Pub. Date: 2012-12-01
Pages: 68
Price: $12.95

Tucker’s Tips on Living With People: From One Dog to Another is a humorous and engaging book narrated by Tucker, a white bichon fries, who shares tips
with other dogs on how to live with people. This funny and inspiring tribute to dogs and the people who love them is a delight for dog lovers of all ages.
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 Using Writing and Editing Methods That Work

by Marie Antaya

ISBN: 9780993972126
Binding: Spiral bound 
Series: The Eclectic Writing
Publisher: Eclectic Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-09-01
Pages: 
Price: $16.95

Are you tasked with communicating through the written word in your workplace? If so, your co-workers, customers and managers rely on you to get your
point across clearly and avoid costly errors.

In Using Writing and Editing Methods that Work, you’ll master the skills to effectively communicate your ideas through emails, letters and other
documentation.

    Learn an effective writing process.
    Discover how to create clear emails and letters.
    Strengthen your documents with effective editing techniques.

Accelerate understanding and decision-making through your writing and editing, and position yourself as a star performer on the team because of your
ability to communicate clearly.

 Waiting for Dancer
by Dennis Compayre

ISBN: 9780996339902
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: TECSHOTS
Pub. Date: 2015-01-01
Pages: 156
Price: $50.00

In 2008, photographer Andrew Bazeley traveled from San Diego, California, to Churchill, Manitoba, to document polar bears as they gathered for their
yearly trek towards the winter ice on Hudson Bay. Seeking to photograph candid moments and see the region beyond the confines of a tour group, Bazeley
was introduced to legendary polar bear guide Dennis Compayre, known to locals as “Dennis the Bear Man.” A friendship was born.

Waiting for Dancer is an ode to the Canadian wild in both words and images––a photographic collection of expeditions into the subarctic caught behind
Bazeley’s lens. The photographs vividly enhance Compayre’s memoirs of a life lived in Churchill, from the bears that plagued his childhood nightmares to
those that would later open his eyes and his heart and define his career.

Offering two distinct points of view on life in “The Polar Bear Capital of the World,” Waiting for Dancer interweaves stories about life in Churchill with
photographs celebrating the life of Churchill, capturing the spirit of this last frontier and the majestic mammals that have put it on the map.
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 When All Goes Quiet

Visions, Episodes, and Revelations
by Augustinus Lodewyks

ISBN: 9781460269763
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: FriesenPress
Pub. Date: 2015-08-01
Pages: 232
Price: $24.99

Throughout his life, author Augustinus F. Lodewyks has experienced vivid encounters with God that materialized as visions intertwined with his day to day
life. Starting from age five, these visions punctuated Lodewyks life; in times of danger, loss, happiness and joy, all would go quiet and he would have
encounters with Jesus, the Virgin Mary or an angel. Feeling like a most unlikely candidate, he held on to these visions for many years; penning them to paper
without thought of a further goal or mission. After persistent nudges from family and friends, patience from his wife, and the help of the Holy Spirit,
Lodewyks memoir When All Goes Quiet: Visions, Episodes, and Revelations finally came to fruition.
In 1976, Augustinus F. Lodewyks (BPE, B.Ed, D.C.) became a Physical Education teacher and married the love of his life, Marilyn Rose. Inspired by his
God-given desire to help and heal others, he became a Doctor of Chiropractic in 1981, and spent the subsequent twenty-five years rendering treatment to
over sixty patients a day. Father to his two grown children, Joel Pierre and Kara Rose, he has spent time traveling with his wife, and after his retirement in
2007, they visited Europe and the Holy Land. This is his first book.
Augustinus Lodewyks has pledged to donate the majority of the proceeds from his new book, towards the building of a new school in Africa.

 Using Effective Manuals, Reports and Proposals
by Marie Antaya

ISBN: 9780993972133
Binding: Spiral bound 
Series: The Eclectic Writing
Publisher: Eclectic Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-09-01
Pages: 
Price: $16.95

Documents like manuals, reports and proposals are used widely in the workplace. They help establish best practices, provide instruction for better decision-
making and ensure compliance.

Writing Effective Manuals, Reports and Proposals walks you step by step through the process of creating these essential documents.

    Discover a simple process to write with a reader focus.
    Learn to structure your documents to increase readability.
    Uncover how to write each document type more effectively.

Use this book to help you craft better manuals, reports and proposals.

 Writing With Clarity and Conciseness
by Marie Antaya

ISBN: 9780993972119
Binding: Spiral bound 
Series: The Eclectic Writing
Publisher: Eclectic Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-09-01
Pages: 
Price: $16.95

Organizations strive to improve productivity, service and profitability. Writing with Clarity and Conciseness reveals powerful techniques any business can
use to achieve consistent results in all three areas.

    Discover the 8 Cs of communication and use them as a checklist in all communication.
    Learn the difference between the right words and the almost right words (hint: power verbs will elevate your communication).
    Harness the often misunderstood power of formatting to ensure your audience knows exactly what you want them to do.

Share this book with your team and get everyone communicating with clarity and conciseness.
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